
CANCELLATION DIVISION 

CANCELLATION No C 28 752 (INVALIDITY) 

Worldwide Machinery Ltd., 16031 1-10 East Freeway, 77530 Channelview, Texas, United 
Stafes (applicant), represented by AKD N.V., Wilhelminakade 1, 3072 AP Rotterdam, 
Netherlands (professional representative) 

against 

Scaip S.P.A., Via Roma, 18 - Frazione San Pancrazio, 43126 Parma, ltaly (EUTM 
proprietor), represented by Ing. Dallaglio S.R.L., Via Mazzini, 2, 43121 Parma, ltaly 
(professional representative ). 

On 23/04/2024, the Cancellation Division takes the following 

DECISION 

1. The request for assignment is upheld. 

2. The Europaan Union trade mark No 11 385 333 is assigned to the applicant in its 
entirety. 

3. The EUTM propriator bears the costs, ftxed at EUR 1 080. 

REASONS 

On 19/10/2018, the applicant filed a request tor an assignment or in the alternative a 
declaration of invalidity against Europaan Union trade mark No 11 385 333 

(ftgurative mark) (the EUTM). The request is directed against all the 
goods covered by the EUTM, namely against all the goods in Class 12. The application for 
the invalidity of the EUTM is based on: 

1) Two copyrights claimed in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, lreland, 
ltaly, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom for the logos 
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and . The applicant invoked Artiele 60(2)(c) EUTMR 
in relation to this ground. 

2) The ground of bad faithunder Artiele 59(1)(b) EUTMR. 

The application for an assignment of the EUTM is based on: 

3) The claims that the applicant is/was an agent or representative of the invalidity 
applicant and applied for registration of the invalidity applicant's mark without his 
consent. In relation to this ground the applicant relies on the use of non-registered 
trade marks in Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the 
Uniled Kingdom and the Uniled Stales for the signs 'SUPERIOR' mark), 

... .111•• ' 
'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' (word mark), mtA tu Equt,.Ntlf uuracraRJu o.,.m 

~·SUPERIOR 
(figurative mark), ., MAN u FA cT u R 

1 
N G (figurative mark) and 

(figurative mark) as based on the ground of Artiele 60(1)(b) EUTMR in conjunction 
with Artiele 8(3) EUTMR. 

SUMMARY OF THE PARTIES' ARGUMENTS 

The case tor the applicant 

In relation to the application for an assignment of the EUTM under Artiele 60(1 )(b) EUTMR in 
conjunction withArtiele 8(3) EUTMR the applicant argues that it is the owner of aarlier non
registered trade marksin Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the 
United Kingdom and the Uniled Stales for variations of the sign 'SUPERIOR' as detailed 
above in the reasens section. lt claims to have used these signs for goods in classes 7, 12 
and 37 as detailed in the application for invalidity. lt submits evidence of use of the marks 
and also two agreements signed between the parties, the details of which will be provided in 
the examinatien of the request. The applicant claims to have made use of the aarlier non
registered trade marks since 1998 in relation to, inter alia, pipeline equipment. The applicant 
and the EUTM propriator have had a long business relationship under which the propriator 
fulfils the production orders of the applicant in relation to pipeline equipment. The proprietor, 
in the provision of these services, attaches the 'SUPERIOR' mark to the equipment that is 
produced for the applicant. By contractual agreement the propriator is nol allowed to sell 
equipment outside of ltaly, whereas the applicant can sell worldwide and non-exclusively in 
ltaly along with the proprietor. Despita this long-standing relationship the propriator filed the 
EUTM in its own name in 2012 and hijacked the trade marksas developed and used by the 
applicant who owned non-registered trade mark rights to the signs. The applicant claims to 
have been established in 1950 intheUS and is an international company spedalizing in the 
sale and rental of heavy construction machinery and equipment around the world. lt claims 
to have first sold 'SUPERIOR' branded goeds in May 1998 in the US and since then it has 
continually used the 'SUPERIOR' marks in relation to pipeline specialty equipment and 
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I t d . I 't' ll 't d th . ,., .. ,,. •qul~llllt iUIIIActu~'" cnruY t'l 2002 d th 't re a e serv1ces. n1 1a y 1 use e s1g1n un 1 an en 1 
commissioned the design of a modernized logo between August and October 2002 and by 

November 2002 it started using saicl logos, namely: (the 'round logo'}, 

... SUPERIOR •uPERIOR V MANUfACTUIUNG 1>1ANUF'ACTUR IN G 
' (the 'straight' version) and ............. · ............ {the 

'straight' version in colour}. lt also used the word marks 'SUPERIOR' and 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING'. lt provides inforrnation about its business and the geographical scope 
of same and then provides information about the proprietor's business and marks 'SCAlP' or 

the logo ( /i l J . lt provides evidence of use of the earlier marks and claims 
that the propriator was aware of such 1use when it filed the EUTM. lt claims that the parties 
have had manufacturing and distribution agreements in place for over 15 years 
consecutively, although the agreements only refer to the goeds without raferenee to the 
'SUPERIOR' or ether trade marks. lt submits two agreements, one from 2007 which is prior 
to the time of filing and one from 2013 .. lt argues that the title of 'Distribution Agreements' is 
somehow mislesding when compared to the contents of the agreement which must be taken 
into account, and they would more cc>rrectly be entitled 'Manufacturing Agreements'. The 
applicant states that there is no mentiion of the 'SUPERIOR' goeds within this agreement 
and claims that the goeds bore the EUTM proprietor's 'SCAlP' marks, but the contract shows 
that they were in a commercial relationship of agent/representative prior to the time of filing 
and that the propriator was aware of the existence of, and the applicant's rights to, the signs 
'SUPERIOR', but filed the EUTM in its own name. The applicant states that the relationship 
between the parties has deterioratedl in recent years and they are involved in further 
proceedings in ether jurisdictions and the agreements between the parties ended in 2016. 
The applicant states that the last nurnber of machines ordered by the applicant from the 
propriator bore the proprieters 'SCAlP' mark on the machine and it submits a photo of same 
in Exhibit 34 which it claims that this indicates that the Superior marks do notbeleng to the 
proprietor. The applicant then compar,es the earlier rights to the contested sign and finds 
them similar and argues that the goods in conflict in Class 12 are identical or at least 
equivalent in commercial terms. lt c:laims that even when the commercial agreement 
indicates that both parties would oper.ate as equal parties, redprocal duties of loyalty and 
integrity arise and as long as there is some form of commercial co-operation or agreement 
between the parties it gives rise to a fiiduciary duty. lt also states that it is sufficient for the 
present purposes to base the claim on non-registered trade marks. The propriator did not 
obtain the consent of the applicant to file the contested EUTM and the propriator has not 
justified its act nor will it be able to show any justification. Therefore, it claims that the parties 
are in an agent/representative relationship, the propriator has filed a sign in its own name 
that is identical or highly similar to that of the non-registered trade marks owned by the 
applicant for identical goods and without the applicant's consent and for which the propriator 
cannot justify its acts. Therefore, the application must be upheld under this ground. 
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The appllcant al&o .ar;ues that lhe EUTM wa& lied In bad falth. The pnJprletor knaw of the 
exlllbance of the eppllcant'a eerlier almllar marb tbr ldQnllcal or lllmllar gooda end flled lhe 
EUTM In lts own name Mth a dlshonest lntantléln. TherVfore, lhe applcatlon ehould alao ba 
uphald on thia grcund. 

The IQ!PIIc;ant argues that lt owns a copydght to an ldanllcal logo as lhat contalnad In tha 
EUn.1 end that 1t held& prior rlghla IQ thaUogo. The applcant aubmlt!Bd evldence concemlng 
th& law on copyrlghta In the US and claims that ae 11 la a inllmber ·ot the Beme CollV8l'lllan 
that lt aJao haa prcbactlon tor thls copyr1ght In all of lhe EU Membar states. Jt aubmlt!Bd 
coplfla of lhe nalloFJal JeglaJatton regärdlng copyrights In the Nelherlllnds, Spaln and tha 
Uniled Ki111Jdom to pnMt the conliJnt of aome of the daimed Mambar Slat.. Th a applicant 
argu• that Mr G.F., an èmployae dtl'la applicanl. aeatacl tl'le logo in 2002 whila undar the 
employment of tl'la applicant ·and thelet0/8, tl'la écpyright IÏ81 witl'l tl'la ápplicant. Thelogo ia 
ldantlcal to tha slgn of tha corltllstad EIITM. As tuch, lt Claims to have a prior light to lhe 
copyright and tha EU'1lll must be enllraly lnvalldatacl. 

In support of IIB observatlcmà lhe appllcant·aubmltlsd lhe followlng 8Yfdence: 

On 111D1/2019; 

• Exhiiit 1. ScNenll!ots OI the Clll'1'811t weblila of tl'le applicant 
• Exhlllt 2. Deelaradan MR G.F. staling that ha CN8tad lhe logo for whldl copyrl~ Is 

claimad while under tha erriployment of the appiiCillnl 
o Annaxure. GF-1: Brochuras shCIW!ng !he 'SUPERlO~ slgn at lhe top~ 
o AnnliXunt GF-2: EX!racls fli:lm hls wolk lllitclronlc nies shCJW!ng tha namaa 

and dates of thefilea with ditralMrt '18faion8' of the 'SUPERIOR' logo llaled 
between 2001-2012. 

o Annaxura GF-3: Arl inwice tor !he decals tor the 'lllraitJhf v.el'lion rA tl'le 
'SUPERIQR' d~ 16111/1002. 

o Annaxunt GF-4: .Copy of hls corrMpOndence wllh' the trad• mark designs 
ord.OnQ tHé IEindirtg of zinc plalal lOr the 'SUPERIOR' logo to SCAlP in ltaly 
datad· in 21)02. 

• Exhlllt .3.ScreenahCit trom lhe weballe scq, déd !n 2016 from !he Wayback 
mllehlnè. !ha of lha SCNan Is SCAlP but at tlle bot1om lt stetes 

• EXhlllt 4.The appllcent's EIJTM's and !rade mark portl'olo. Jt conslsts of EUn.1 No 

.. SUPERIOR 
·~ MANUFAC' T URING 

12 329 645 fllad on 2011112013, 

Eu:rM No 12 329 711 fled on 20/1112013 (boCh 61diac:ta 
torn TMViaw) and aleo a tabla drawil up by the appliQint debailing iW 'SUPI;RIOR' 
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(word and figurative marks) registered in many different countries, including, inter 
alia, in Australia and the United States, the earllest filing date being 11/11/2013 
(United States) and the rest filed thereafter between November 2013-February 2016. 

• Exhibit 5. USPTO Registration for 'Superior' (word) filedon 11/11/2013 including an 
'in use' declaration. lt also contains documents filed in response to the USPTO 
claiming acquired distinctiveness through use and it specifies that the first use 
anywhere date was 'At least as earty as 04/30/1997' and first use in commerce date 
'At least as early as 05/27/1998 as claimed by the applicant. There is also some 
undated evidence including photographs of equipment or Jeanets with equipment, as 
wellas an internet printout trom 2014 which contains a copyright notice @2012-2014 
at the bottom, as well as a deelaratien signed by the President of the applicant 
claiming that use began in 1998. These documents were submitted as evidence of 
use in response to USPTO. 

~SUPERIOR 
• Exhibit 6. USPTO Registration ., MANUFAcTuRING (flgurative, the applicant 

refers to it as the 'straight' version of the logo) filedon 18/11/2013, including an 'in 
use' deelaratien and a claim of first use anywhere and first use in commerce both 'At 
least as earty as 00/00/2002', and the same evidence as detailed in the last exhibit to 
prove acquired distinctiveness. 

• Exhibit 7. USPTO Registration (figurative, the applicant rafers to it 
as the 'round' version of the logo) filed on 18/11/2013, including an 'in u se' 
declaration. The form states that first use was on 0-0-2002 and first use in commerce 
on 0-0-2002 and includes 2 images of goods bearing the sign: 

I 

• Exhibit 8.Available 'Superior' products for sale, showing products with dates to 
indicate the year of manufacture being between 2002 and 2012 on the website 
https:/1 wortdwiderentalservices.comlfor-sale. The sign cannot, for the most part, be 
seen on the small images of the goods although each one refers to in the 

description below the image. One image does show the sign ,. ..... ,.., IY 

The printout itsetf of the webpage is dated in 2019. 
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• Exhibit 9. A printout from the website www.wwmach.com with a date of extraction in 
2019 showing 'Superior' Products forsale with dates between 2002-2014 with the 
make indicated as 'SUPERIOR' and their prices in USD, as wen as goods of ether 
brands. 

• Exhibit 1 0. Evidence to show use of 'SUPERIOR' on water towers, trucks and on the 
production facilities 1997-1999. 

• Exhibit 11. Evidence of the use of 'SUPERIOR' marks from April 2002. 
• Exhibits 12 and 13. IPLOCA Yearbook advertisement in 2002 and 2003 attached in 

an email, showing use of the 'SUPERIOR' markfora full range of pipeline equipment 
and offering the equipment worldwide. Also an extract explaining the global reach of 
the IPLOCA website. 

• Exhibit 14. World Pipelines Advertisement in 2003 attached in an email, showing use 
of 'Superior' mark for a full range of pipeline-equipment worldwide and information on 
the global reach of World Pipelines. 

• Exhibit 15. Photographs showings use of Superior marks on various pipeline
equipment and specificatien sheets (dated between 2003 - 2007) showi 

• Exhibits 16-18. Product overview of the 'Superior'-line from 2006 and 2007 and the 
'Superior' a selection of specificatien sheets. 

• Exhibit 19. Press releases 2007 showing worldwide use of 'Superior' marked 
products in the previous years 2004 - 2007. 

• Exhibits 20 and 21. Rental rates for 2006 and 2010 available through the applicant's 
website. 

• Exhibit 22. lnvoices for the period 2002-2012 reflecting sales of 'Superior' produels 
in the US market. 

• Exhibit 23. Legal Opinion from Morgan Lewis regarding the US law regulating 
unregistered trade mark rights and copyright. 

• Exhibit 24. Extracts of the relevant Sectiens of US (case) law and literature as 
referred to intheLegal Opinion of Morgan Lewis. 

• Exhibit 25. Legal Opinion from Ashurst on Australian law regarding unregistered 
trade mark rights including: 

o A Deelaratien of Mr D.S. (2014); 
o DS-07 contains representative images of equipment and machinery featuring 

either the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' "round' logo or 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' "straight" logo at the applicant's jobsites in Australia: 

o the SPD-250 at a jobsite in 2006; 
o (b) the SPD-350 at the Snelsen jobsite in 2006; 
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o (c) the SPD-450 at the Snelsen jobsite in 2008 
o (d) the SPD-350 at the Tacinth Ambrosia Alliance jobsite in 2009; 
o (e) the SPD-350 at a jobsite in 2010. 

. 
l 

! 
i 

o DS-08 Is a table showlng the annual sales flgures for products and servlees 
sold under the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' brand in Australia. 

o DS-09 a sample of invalces relating to the sale of 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' products in Australia between 2007 and 2014 
(commercially sensitive intermation has been redacted). 

o DS-14 WWM's sponsorship Of Australian Pipeline lndustry Association 
(AIPA) Convention. 

o DS-IS examples of advertisements of 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' 
products in 'The Australian Pipeliner' magazine and articles about 
'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' products on www.nipeliner.com.au from 
2006 to 2014, along with information trom the 'Australian pipeliner' website 
describing the circulation of the magazine. 

o DS-16 examples of advertisements of 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' 
productsin the APIA Directory from 2007, 2008, 2013 and 2014. 

o DS-17 an advertisement for 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' products in 
APIA's "40 Years Bock" in 2008. 

o DS-18 The applicant's expenditure on advertising packages with 'The 
Australian Pipeliner' trom 2011 to 2014. 

o DS-19 The applicant's braader advertising expenditure in conneetion with 
products and services sold under the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' brand 
between 2007 and 2014 and, separately, the applicant's global advertising 
expenditure across its businesses, from which the 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' brand benefits also: 

• (a) The Deelaratien of Mr W., CEO/Managing Directer of Wasco 
Australia Pty Ltd, a global energy intrastructure group, (paragraphs 7 
to 14) in which he states that he has known of the 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' brand since at least 2005 and associates the 
brand with the applicant; 

• (b) The Deelaratien of Mr G., Executive General Manager of PI HA Pty 
Ltd, a pipeline construction and civil engineering business, 
(paragraphs 6 to 1 0) in which he states that he has known of the 
'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' brand since 2005 and associates it 
with the applicant; 

• (c) The Deelaratien of Mr D., Business Manager of the Australian 
Pipeline lndustry Association Ltd, (paragraphs 7 to 11) in which he 
states that he has known of the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' 
brand since about 2005, and that he associates the brand with the 
applicant and no ene else; 

• (d) The Deelaratien of Mr B., President of NACAP Australia PW Ltd, a 
leading pipeline construction contractor, (paragraphs 7 te 14) in which 
he states that he has known of the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' 
brand si nee about 2004 and associates it with the applicant. 
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• (e) The Declaratlon t:A Mr 8., Plant and Equlpment Man8Q18r at 
Manadelphou. KT pty L.td, .a t:anatruclon c:onlrac:b;)r specllllllilng on 
tho c:onsirudlon of atJII8-couney pipet!.,., (P!Irasll!Pfi" 9 lo 19) In 
which he .8fa!Bfl that hé haa knCMin of thé 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' bl'snd ~nee about '2007 and asaociabls il wilh th& 
appllcant. 

• EXHIBFT 26. ExlnJd& t:A 111levant Sectlons of Auslnlllan (c:êllö) law a& refl!im1il to In 
Legal Oplnlon (Ashul$l}. 

• EXHIBFT 27. lnvoiCM (malnly ÈOrope) ehowlng use and sala of 'Supertorl procfi.ICia 
and Marq.from 1998 unU1'2012. 

• Exhlblt 28. Dlatribullon J\4;1reament 2mT belween lhe appllcant and 1he propr1etor. 
• Extllblt 29. Olsli1bullon J.Qreament 2013 belween lhe applk:ant and 1he propr18Cor .. 
• Elchlbit 30. Extrad8 contl8ming Dutch Copyright Law. 
• Exhlblt 31. Exlr'aèl1i on Spanllrti Copyright ~w (Revlaed Law on !ntelled.ual Prciperty, 

regulartzl~. clantymg and ha:rmonlzlng the sppllcable statulory provlalons). 
• Exhibit 32. lnfonnalion regarding SpeniBh Tredemark Lew. 
• Elchlbit aa. Extrad8 oo UK Copyright Act. 
• Exhibit 34. Pholograph$ ret:ent 'SCAlP' maçflinea (2018)·deivanlc:i lo.the applicant. 
• Elihibit 36: lnfarmation fram the Tf»(JJII Secrelary of Stata 1:11111.eiining damilil abaut lhe 

appiçaJlfa businen, 

On 0310612è19: 

!" Exhlblt:36. Dec:lalon of 1he Au8lrallên IPO dated 10/IW20;19 In ·whlch1he oppoelllon 
llled by tlte present proprtetor agÜISt !he present appllcant was l'll]ected. 1t found 
that the appll~nt was the owner of 1tle lnKte marles {PiragraP.h ~). the AQJMmenlll 
dld· not bt~neftt the proprletcr (pamgraph 80) and ltlat lhe u61811CQ In the 2007 
Agreement. to 'tnlde márlca of SCAlP' Is undeltllood as a ,.......,a to the 'SCAlP' 
tnlda mllllc and biiD and lhe trede mlllb of ather manufaclunm1 wholla produels lhe 
proprialtlr supplias lo lhe lippilcant In parágraph 73 it held that lhá de.viCaa tttat form 
the !rade tn.U ware ltta 011glnal sllatlc worka of Mr. G.f. whlcl'l ha ault)Cred 
between Auguit end October 2002 and al that ilme he was employed by the 
11ppltant u lts Art and Maiketlng Dl~ and lhe diAMltielna he was glven In re1at1on 
tp lhe aaallon of the loQo wen~ glven by tlte Senlor VIce PA181dent of tha applli:ant 
They ware CI'Nied In the pulliUilnee of (he term& of tlls ~loyment w1t11 the 
applçant Blld thanrfore tha 8PP!icant. istha owner of any col)ylight aubslding in thoae 
warb. lt also found lhat lha llnat uaa of tha mlllkil by tha appicant WIIIB in 2007 but 
that thia predatad the llling of lhe ~ marka by lhe pl1)prialtlr ar any uae thereof.in 
Aualraliil or othei'Wille. 

• Eld11blt'37. An acldltlonal Dàciaretlon of Mr G.F., tha Art end Markallng Diractor ofthe 
epplcant, álso · relled on In the Australlan proceedlngs, In Whlch he lnslitt lhat he 
erBated fle copyrlghU!d logo and th& rtlhls to umé V88t In hl& employllr,. tha 
a~l. T!le dec:ltrdón alao çontalna a SCNenshot of hls lle Wlth tlia different 
logos, shoWing lhat even lf the ~ltlal ftle pholo was 'modllled' 7 !faY' liltBr recelvfng 
the.fax from Mr, 'G, that Mr. G,f, had older Imagesin ftlea m.n Januuy 2002 wllh 
YllriJrii'!l_!.~,~·5! tha sign wilh ·- ~~---· ~- lne, _lika 'logo1' 

- - -----
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The case for the EUTM propriator 

Page 9 of25 

The EUTM propriator contests the applicant's arguments. lt points out that there is a long 
commercial agreement between the parties that has existed since 1996 with the applicant 
being the proprietor's distributor. lt denies that the applicant has any rights over the sign as it 
is merely its distributor and the applicant could nothave filed for themark as such. lt argues 
that according to the contract between the parties the propriator had reserved the right to sell 
goods itself directly to some parts of the territory in Europe. lt refers to a parallel case 
(without providing a number) in which it claims that the applicant had its mark revoked for 
non-use. lt points to the agreements and the relationship outlined therein. lt denies that the 
applicant has proven that the EUTM was filed in bad faith and it claims that the present 
proceedings are vexatious. 

The propriator claims that the parties have been in contact since 1996 and it states that Mr 
G.G. sent a fax to the applicant with a series of trade marks it was studying in the graphic 
partand the idea was to placethetrade mark on the advertising which had to be carried out 
by the applicant. lt denies that the applicant owns any copyright in the logo and that it has 
proved such ownership and there is a complete lack of evidence of the acquisition, existence 
or scope of proteetion of the copyright ar any of the rights, or a clear identification of the 
national law by providing publications of the provisions or the relevant jurisprudence. The 
propriator denies that the mere tact that a figurative logo was created does not mean that 
there is any presumed copyright belonging to the applicant who has failed to prove its 
acquisition. Therefore, it denies that any copyright exists and the application cannot prosper 
to this extent. lt also argues that the applicant has failed to substantiate any bad faith and 
that the agreement since 1996 between the parties excludes any bad faith. lt argues that in 
fact it is the applicant that acted in bad faith as it was aware of their distribution agreement 
and it is causing confusion on the market. 

In its further observations the propriator insists that the 1996 Agreement refers to all of the 
proprietars trade marks which, although not mentioned specifically, would include the 
'SUPERIOR' marks. lt agues that onsome of the documents filed, like the technica! sheets 
and the catalogues, bath the SCAlP trade mark and the other marks appear. lt is the 
manufacturer of the goods and the appllcant is merely a dlstributor according to the 
Agreements and the applicant is obliged to promate the sale of the goods supplied by the 
propriator in return for revenue without the need to specify trade marks. lt is not necessary to 
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include the trade marksin the Agreements specifically. The applicant had no issue with the 
EUTM until the business relationship between the parties ended in 2016. The propriator 
refers to the decision of the Australian lP Office and states that Mr. G.F.'s deelaratien seems 
to have been crucial therein. However, it notes that it is a different jurisdiction and it argues 
that Mr G.F's deelaratien referred toother versionsof the logo and not the claimed copyright 
which is the same as the contested EUTM. The fax sent by Mr G.F. in April 2002, as 
submitted by the proprietor, show that in fact it was the propriator who is the legitimate 
owner of the logo. Even if Mr G.F.'s evidence dates back to 2002 there is no evidence on file 
that he was effectively active in the applicant's company until that date. Also, the fax of Mr G 
states that 'I send you my idea for the logo' which it claims unequivocally shows that the logo 
was of Mr G and not Mr G.F .. The fax was sent for collaboration purposes to inform the 
distributor about the changes to the new graphic design of the mark as the distributor had to 
take care of the advertising and publications. Therefore, it was necessary to decide how to 
use the mark in the materiaL lt claims that the fax {10/04/2002) predates Mr G.F.'s filed 
(modified on 17/04/2002) for the logo. lt argues that even if the other logo suggestions were 
denied they were still in the file as shown by the applicant and it shows that the propriator 
was involved in the creation of the logo. lt casts doubt over the secend deelaratien of Mr 
G.F. which clears up any doubts about the creation of the logo and that it was submitted 
later after the first decision was in favour of the propriator and then, due to this later 
declaration, the secend decision was found in favour of the applicant. lt also submitted a 
copy of its arguments in another revocation proceeding C 28 762. The propriator again 
submitted further observations in relation to the other grounds of the cancellation which will 
not be listed unless otherwise necessary. 

In support of its observations the propriator submits the following evidence: 

On 11/02/2019: 

• Copy of the 1996 Distribution Agreement signed between the parties and sent by fax 
which is also dated in 1996. 

• Copy of the 2013 Distributorship Contract signed between the parties. 
• Copy of the 2015 Renewal of Distributorship Agreement signed between the parties 

and a copy of the 2014 Amendment to Distributorship Agreement Contract. 
• Copy of the 2007 Distributorship Agreement signed between the parties. 
• Copy of a fax dated 10/04/2002 sent by the propriator to Mr E.G. with ideas for the 

logo, all containing the 'SCAlP' figurative logo on the top right and then versionsof 
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the 'superior' logo in pencil sketching with descriptions, such as: 4 
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• A 'Notice of Decision on Freedom of lnformation Request regarding Trade Mark No. 
1592355' from the Australia lP Office dated 18/08/2017. 

Preliminary remark 

Evidence 

The propriator submitted further evidence on 14/08/2019. The Office informed the propriator 
on 26/09/2019 that the evidence did nat comply with the requirements of Artiele 55(2) 
EUTMDR as the annexes were nat numbered and there was no index. lt is also noted that 
the observations intheletter of 14/08/2019 were in ltalian. The propriator was provided until 
01/11/2019 te remedy the deficiency. On 16/09/2019 the propriator submitted a copy of the 
observations (from 14/08/2019) in English. As the 14/09/2019 was a Saturday the 
16/09/2019, when the observations were received, was the first day the Office was open and 
thus the translation of the observations feil within the ene month deadline for same. 
However, this letter did nat contain any index or description of the annexes. The propriator 
did submit further observations on 08/11/2019, which was after the end of the time limit of 
01/11/2019. lt contained a requestfora continuatien of proceedings in ltalian but there was 
no translation of same into English submitted within the ene month deadline and therefore, 
the observations were deemed to have been submitted late and cannot be taken into 
consideration, as was communicated to the parties on 02/03/2020. As the letter of 
08/11/2019 containing the index of the annexes was deemed to have been received late it 
cannot betaken into consideration, nor can the evidence submitted along with the letter of 
14/08/2019 for the reasans outlined above. In any event, the Cancellation Division notes that 
even if the index had been received on time it is noted that the index did nat contain any 
indication of the page number of the submission and the pages were nat numbered. 
Therefore, this evidence cannot betaken into consideration. The Cancellation Division notes 
for the sake of completion, that even if the documents were taken into consideration (they 
have been carefully examined), they would nat change the outcoma of the present decision 
for reasans that will become clear later. 

Procedural issues 

On 14/03/2023 the Office informed the applicant that the contested EUTM had been partially 
revoked pursuant to the final decision of the Cancellation Division 12/03/2020, C 28 762 and 
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requested the applicant to inform the Office as to whether it wishad to maintain the 
application for invalidity. The applicant did net reply to this communication. Therefore, on 
06/06/2023 the Office informed the parties that it would preeeed to take a deelsion on the 
evldence befere lt. However, on 07/09/2023 the Office notified the appllcant that it lntended 
te take a decision on the merlts only in relation te the remaining goeds after the partial 
ravecation of EUTM 11 385 333 pursuant to the final decision 12/03/2020, C 28 762 unless 
the applicant could show a legitimate interest in obtaining a decision on the merits for all the 
goeds and set the applicant a time limit of 12/10/2023 in which te reply. The applicant did net 
reply within the given time limit or at all. Therefore, on 06/02/2024 the Office closed the 
proceedings and now will preeeed to take a decision on the merlts only in relation to the 
remaining goeds of the contested EUTM. 

REQUEST FOR ASSIGNMENT OF AN EUTM - Artiele 21(1) and (2)(a) EUTMR and 
Artiele 20 EUTMDR 

Artiele 21 EUTMR 

Transfer of a trade mark registered in the name of an agent 

1. Where an EUTM is registered in the name of the agent or representative of a persen 
who is the propriator of that trade mark, without the proprietm's authorisation, the 
latter shall be entitled to demand the assignment of the EU trade mark in his faveur, 
unless such agent er representative justifies his action. 

2. The propriator may submit a request for assignment pursuant to paragraph 1 of this 
Artiele to the following: 

(a) the Office, pursuant to Artiele 60(1)(b), instead of an application for a 
deelaratien of invalidity. 

Artiele 20 EUTMDR 

Request for assignment 

1. Where the propriator of a trade mark requests, in accordance with Artiele 21 {1) 
and (2)(a) of Reguiatien (EU) 2017/1001, an assignment instead of a deelaratien of 
invalidity, the provisions of Articles 12 to 19 of this Reguiatien shall apply mutatis 
mutandis. 

2. Where a request for assignment pursuant to Artiele 21 (2) of Reguiatien (EU) 
2017/1001 is partially or totally granted by the Office or by an EU trade mark court 
and the decision or judgment has become final, the Office shall ensure that the 
resulting partlal or total transfer of the EU trade mark is entered intheRegister and 
publlshed. 

The cancellation applicant may request an assignment of the EUTM as an alternative to a 
deelaratien of invalidity if the conditions of Artiele 21(1) and (2)(a) EUTMR are fulfilled. In 
summary, the cancellation applicant will become the propriator of the EUTM if the claim is 
successful. As the request is dealt with in the context of a procedure for a deelaratien of 
invalidity pursuant to Artiele 60(1)(b) EUTMR, the rules of such proceedings apply. 

Assignment will apply only in the case of an application for invalidity based on 
Artiele 60(1)(b) EUTMR in conjunction withArtiele 8(3) EUTMR, namely where an EUTM is 
registered in the name of an agent, without the proprieters authorisation. Forthese cases, 
the applicant in the invalidity proceedings may request either the invalidity of the mark 
(pursuant to Artiele 60(1)(b) EUTMR), or the assignment of the EUTM in the applicant's 
faveur (pursuant to Artiele 21 EUTMR and Artiele 20(1) EUTMDR). 
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lf lhe conlesled EUTM survives the action in part, either because lhe action was directed 
against part of the goeds and services only or was partly unsuccessful, the mark will be split. 
The part for the successful applicant will be given a new trade mark registration number with 
the new proprietor, lts representative from the invalidity proceedings and the list of goeds 
and services for which the claim was successful. All ether particulars of the mark remain as 
in the original mark. 

Unauthorised filing by agentsof the Trade Mark proprietor- Artiele 60 (1)(b) EUTMR 
in conjunction with Artiele 8(3) EUTMR 

Pursuant to Artiele 60(1)(b) EUTMR an EUTM will be declared invalid on application to the 
Office or on the basis of a counterclaim in infringement proceedings where there is a trade 
mark as referred to in Artiele 8(3) and the conditions set out in that paragraphare fulfilled. 

According to Artiele 8(3) EUTMR, u pon opposition by the propriator of an aarlier trade mark, 
a trade mark will not be registered where an agent or representative of the propriator of the 
trade mark applies for registration thereof in his own name without the proprietor's consent, 
unless the agent or representative justifies his action. This applies also to cancellation 
proceedings. 

Artiele 8(3) EUTMR antities trade mark propriators to oppose the registration of their marks 
as EUTMs, provided the following substantive cumuialive requirements are met (13/04/2011, 
T-262/09, First Defense Aerosol Pepper Projector, EU:T:2011:171, § 61). 

1. The applicant for the contested mark is or was an agent or representative of the 
propriator of the aarlier mark. 

2. The application for the contested mark was in the name of the agent or 
representative. 

3. The application for the contasled mark was filed without the proprietor's consent. 

4. The agent or representative fails to justify its acts. 

5. The signs and lhe goeds and services are identical or closely related. 

These requirements are cumulative. Therefore, the cancellation based on Artiele 8(3) 
EUTMR cannot be successful if one of the conditions is not met. 

1. Earlier trade mark 

The request for assignment is based on non-registered trade marks in Australia, Belgium, 
Franee, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United Statas for the 
signs 'SUPERIOR' (word mark), 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' (word mark), 

. ..-. ~~~~~~~~ . 
smRIGt EQUl i'NUtT .. ' " 'FAc r1111 .. allll'~t-' l (figuratlve mark), ., (figurat1ve mark) 

and (figurative mark). 

As Artiele 8(2) EUTMR does not apply to cancellation actions basedon Artiele 8(3) EUTMR, 
it cannot servetodefine the territoria! extent of proteetion granted by Artiele 8(3) EUTMR. In 
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the absence of any ether raferenee in Artiele 8(3) EUTMR to a 'relevant territory', it is 
immaterial whether the aarlier trade mark rights reside in the Europaan Union or nat and, 
hence, a trade mark registered in, Inter alia, Australia, the United Kingdom (as at the time of 
taking the present deelsion the UK is na langer a member of the EU after Brexlt) ar the 
United States can also constitute the basis for a cancellation action based on Artiele 8(3) 
EUTMR. 

For the sake of procedural economy, the Cancellation Oivision will firstly examine the 
request under this ground on the basis of earlier non-registered trade mark in the United 
States. In this respect the applicant submitted a legal apinion in Annex 23 from the firm 
Morgan Lewis. The apinion lays out the US law in relation to enforceable trade mark rights 
as based on use of the mark in the marketplace and quotes from a US text book1• lt also 
cites case law on the matter which state that 'Trademark ownership results only from use, 
nat from registration;'2 'Ownership of the tradamark rests on adeption and use, nat on 
registration'3 and 'The basic premise [is] that a tradamark is nat acquired by registration. The 
right toa tradamark sterns from prior appropriation and use'4. The legal apinion considers 
that the applicant holds such unregistered trade mark rights over 'SUPERIOR' and 
'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' (bath word marks) as early as 1998 and to the 
'SUPERIOR' and 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' (figurative marks) as early as 2002 in 
conneetion with the advertising, promotion and sale of goeds in the US. They conclude that 
the extensive sales shown of goeds bearing these marks under the signs, along with the 
rather substantial revenue figures which it lays out for the years 2002-2012 in USO ranging 
for the most part from the hundreds of thousands of USO to millions ar tensof millions of 
USO for each year is sufficient to show use of the marks. lt points to the evidence submitted, 
including the advertising and promotional material dated prior to 2012 and the invoices 
showing sales of goeds branded under the claimed non-registered marks (word and 
figurative as detailed above). lt points to Exhibits 8-22 in this regard and claims that this 
evidence significantly predates the filing of the EUTM. The apinion states that it has been 
well-established under §43(a)(1 )(A) of the Lanham Act and by case law that unregistered 
trade mark rights are enforceable against would-be infringers. Moreover 'All courts have held 
that §43(a) provides a federal vehicle for assertien of infringement of even unregistered 
marks and trade names'5.1t also states that 'lt is oomman ground that §43(a) protacts 
qualifying unregistered trademarks .. .'6• '[E]ven if a tradamark is not faderally registered, it 
may still be enforceable under §45(a) of the Lanham Act, which creates a federal cause of 
action for tradamark infringementq. The apinion continues by pointing out that the applicant 
is also the owner of US trade mark registrations for the claimed rights (Exhibits 5-7) and the 
printouts from the USPTO acknowledge a date of first use and which it claims shows prima 
facie evidence of the applicant's ownership of the marks and their validity as per the Lanham 
Act, 15 U.S.C. §1057(b) (1946). lt states that 'A certificate of registration of a mark upon the 
principal register provided by this chapter shall be prima facie evidence of the validity of the 
registered mark and of the registration of the mark, of the owner's ownership of the mark and 
of the owner's exclusive right to use the registered mark in commerce on ar in conneetion 
with the goeds ar services specified in the certificate .. .'8• Exhibit 24 contains copies of the 
text bock excerpt and case law cited inthelegal apinion to back up the claimed arguments 
therein. 

1 J. McCarthy, Trademartc.s and Unfair Competition §16.18 (5th ed. 2017); 
2 Jean Patou, lnc. v: Theon, lnc., 9 F.3d 971, 975, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1771 (Fed. Cir. 1993) 
3 Turner v. HMH Pub. Co., 380 F.2d 224, 228, 154 U.S.P.Q. 330 (5th Cir. 1967). 
4 Haviland & Co. v. Johann Haviland China Corp., 269 F. SUpp. 928, 935, 154 U.S.P.Q. 287, 291 (S.O. N.Y. 1967). 
5 J. McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair Competition §27 .14 (5th ed. 2017). 
8 Two Pesos, lnc. v Taco Cabans, lnc., 505 U.S. 763, 768, 112, S. Ct. 2753, 2757, 120 L. Ed. 2d 615, 768, 23 U.S.P.Q.2d 1081 
(1992). 
7 Matal v. Tam, 137 S. Ct. 1744, 1752, 198 L. Ed. 2d 366, 45 Media L. Rep. (BNA) 1849, 122 U.S.P.Q.2d 1757 (2017). 
8 J. McCarthy, Trademarks and Unfair Competition §16.19 (5th ed. 2017); 
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The applicant has submitted copies of the US trade marks as detailed in Exhibits 5-7 (all 
filed justafter the EUTM in November 2013) which all contain a first usage deelaratien and 
some evidence that was submitted, and accepted by the USPTO, as belng sufficient to 
prove use elther from 1998 (for the word marks) or from 2002 for the flgurative marks. The 
Cancellation Division notes that the evidence filled within these Exhibits on use is rather 
scant but notes that the USPTO considers the level of use required in order to be acceptable 
in that jurisdiction. Moreover, the applicant has also submitted many invoices and advertising 
matenals dating from at least 2002 onwards and prior to the filing of the EUTM showing that 
it undertook advertising to sell its goeds and actually sold its goods in the US to a sufficient 
extent. The invoices back up the claimed revenue figures as they appear to be mere 
examples thereof due to the non-consecutive numbering. The contested EUTM wasfiledon 
29/11/2012 and the applicant had been selling lts goods intheUS since at least 2002, even 
though some of the evidence also shows the sign 'SUPERIOR' on goeds in 1998 and 1999 
such as Exhibit 10. There are also printouts from the Wayback Machine for the applicant's 
website from 02/04/2002 showing the 'SUPERIOR' sign and images of its goeds (heavy 
machinery and equipment) and stating that the applicant has been in continuous business 
since 1966 in Texas and is also in ether locations both intheUS and intemationally, as well 
as further evidence of use prior to the filing of the EUTM. The evidence shows that the 
aarlier non-registered marks were indeed used in the US to a sufficient extent over many 
years, at least dating from 2002 but even some indications that the use began prior to this, 
perhaps around 1998 for some of the non-registered signs and the USPTO has also 
accepted use from these dates as mentioned above. Thus the applicant has successfully 
proven the existence of non-registered trade marksintheUS for the four claimed rights as 
laid out above, all containing 'SUPERIOR' and they predate the contested mark, filed on 
29/11/2012. Although the applicant claims use in reistion to Classes 7, 12 and 37, for the 
sake of procedural economy, the Cancellation Division notes that the use submitted is 
sufficient to prove at least some of the claimed goeds in Class 12, namely: land vehicles 
comprising selt-propelled equipment tor placing pipes, kits tor converting erawier land 
vehicles to land vehicles comprising self-propelled equipment for placing pipes, screening 
equipment, sifting buckets, self-propelled vehicles with screening equipment and sifting 
bucket, erawier land vehicles with vacuum lifters, suction cups for lifters, hydrau/ie chucks, 
self-propelled pipe bending machines, tractors. 

The Cancellation Division notes that the propriator contests that the applicant actually owns 
any rights over the aarlier non-registered marks and as such this point will be explored 
further. The propriator claims that the applicant was merely the distributor of its goeds as per 
the Distribution Agreements which have existed since 1996. lt submitted a copy of the initial 
Agreement from 1996 and some of the ether contracts, while the applicant has submitted 
ethers. lt denles that the applicant created the figurative signs and it submitted a copy of a 
fax in which it oftered advice on the creation thereof. lt must be noted that the earllest dated 
evidence on file is trom the applicant showing use of the word mark 'SUPERIOR' in relation 
to its goeds, as from 1998. The use of the figurative signs came slightly later as will be 
discussed below. 

In reistion to the creation of the figurative signs the applicant claims that the logo was 
created by an employee of the applicant, Mr G.F., at the time the Art and Marketing Directer, 
on the request of the applicant. The applicant statas that it decided in 2001 to adopt a new, 
more contemporary logo for its business. Mr G.F. began the designs at that point and some 
different versions of the sign were created between August and October 2002. By November 
2002 the applicant began using the logo on its machinery sold to customers in the US, along 
withether verslons of the sign. Mr G.F. statas in his secend deelaratien in Exhibit 37 that he 
only received Instructiens or direction regarding the sign from the Senior Vice President of 
the applicant. The propriator denies this and claims that Mr G. trom the propriator was 
instrumental in the creation of the sign and it was created on his request. The propriator 
submits a copy of a fax dated on 10/04/2002 which includes different versions of proposed 
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signs to be used. The fax was sent to Mr E.G. the Senior Vice President of the applicant and 
not to Mr G.F .. lt states 'Here after l'm sending you my idea about: 1 -Logo 'SUPERIOR' .. .'. 
The fax then contains different images of signs, all on the proprietor's SCAlP' paper, such 
as: 

" .. 

;, 
Cooö 

SUPERIOR 

C4N yov lkJ I(IMI( 

Mour T#-115 ?) .. 

The propriator argues that these logos are aarlier than any proven logo of the applicant. 
Although the Cancellation Division notes that they only coincide in the word 'SUPERIOR' but 
not in any of the graphic elements of the claimed figurative non-registered marks of the 
applicant. lndeed, the circle within a circle and wavy line (as in the figurative earlair marks 

... SUPERIOR 

.., MANUFAcTURING and ) and the word 'MANUFACTURING' below are 
not included in any of these suggestions. lt is noted that the propriator has included some 
comments on the designs in the fax such as: 'good' and 'very good' on some of the 
examples and also that there is a clear suggestion of 'can you try work about this??' on one 
of them, indicating that the creation of the logo was up to the applicant. 

The fax does show that the propriator sent some suggestions for a design to the applicant 
but the wording of 'can you try work about this??' suggests that it was the applicant that was 
designing the mark and that these were merely suggestions. Moreover, this fax was directed 
to Mr E.G. the Senior Vice President of the applicant and not Mr G.F. who designed the logo. 
Mr G.F. states that he only took instructions or direction from Mr E.G. in the applicant and 
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not from the proprietor. In Mr G.F.'s second deelaratien in Exhibit 37 he also submitted 
screenshots of file data from his records regarding the different logos that he created, many 
of which were discarded and not used. Same of the dates of modification of these images 
are from January 2002, which predate the fax of the propriator and show images containing 
the curvy line, sametimes within a circle/oval, with the with the word 'SUPERIOR' such as: 

• 'Logo1' 
"'"'"t'"n v •._...,......, ··-· -· '----· --· . ...... 

fJ f.oiOl.JIIS .lal' 2. 2001. 2: 19 PIA l&S ~8 El'5 fl~ 
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• 'Logo3' 
• ~-· _ _ _ ___ )In 2. "200~. 2!Z3 fM 2491CB EPS Ale 

• • • 
• SUPERIOR 

• •• .--· · ·- lf .. ... .... ""' _ " t 

• 

lndeed, even if the image of the logo as claimed was dated just seven days after the fax of 
the proprietor, it is noted that the tile's date records 'modified' and nat 'created'. In any event, 
the propriator has nat submitted any evidence to show that it was using or owned any prior 
rights to the 'SUPERIOR' sign logo or that it created it, nor is there any concrete evidence to 
prove that the propriator was the one responsible for its creation or that this was done on its 
cammission or while Mr G.F. was an employee of the proprietor. On the contrary, Mr G.F. 
was an employee of the applicant and created the sign on the request of the applicant in the 
course of his employment. The propriator argues that the applicant has not submitted any 
evidence of the gainful employment of Mr G.F. by the applicant, however, bath the applicant 
and Mr G.F. have stated intheir swom declarations that he was an employee and there is no 
reasen to doubt that he was not, nor has the propriator submitted evidence to prove that he 
worked somewhere else at the time or shown any ether reasen to doubt this claim. The 
propriator also argues that the secend Deelaratien of Mr G.F. does not refer to the logo 
which is identical to the contested sign buttoether logos. lndeed this is true, Mr G.F. refers 
to and shows the file details of the 'rejected logos' as detailed above (and others). However, 
this Deelaratien does show the development and creation of similar logos which finally 
culminated in the claimed logo, as can be seen from the additions of a curved line or the 
circle/oval shape with 'SUPERIOR' and that this creation began prior to the fax (and the fax 
does not contain any wavy lines or circles etc). This Deelaratien supports and corroborates 
the applicant's arguments and ether evidence as to the time of creation and its author, Mr. 
G.F. for and under the instructien and employment of the applicant. The propriator casts 
doubt over the second Deelaratien of Mr G.F. but has nat shown proof or put forward any 
convincing arguments as to how or why the intermation contained therein is erroneous and 
thus the Cancellation Division must assume that it is valid and true. 
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As such, the evidence on file shows that Mr G.F., while under the employment of the 
applicant and on the request of the applicant, created the figurative logos also, which were 
then later applied to goeds, such as machinery as can be seen in the photographs in the list 
of evidence (along with ether indications on ether parts of the goeds) and was used fora 
number of years prior to the filing of the EUTM. Although the use is disputed by the 
propriator there is evidence on file of same and the USPTO has accepted the prior use 
deelaratien when registering the applicant's US figurative trade marks noting that its first use 
and use in commerce cammeneed in 2002. The Cancellation Division considers that the 
evidence on file proves that the logo was created by Mr G.F. for the applicant. This position 
was confirmed by the Australian lP Office in its decision submitted by the applicant in Exhibit 
36. As the propriator correctly states the Australian lP Office is in a different jurisdiction and 
thus its deelsion is nat binding. However, the same facts have been presenled and the 
Cancellation Division is in agreement that they point tothetact that the creator of the logo 
was Mr G.F. who created the design for the applicant. 

The propriator also argues that it is the manufacturer and supplier of the goeds and the 
applicant is merely a distributor according to the Agreements and the applicant is obliged to 
promate the sale of the goeds supplied by the propriator in return for revenue without the 
need to specity the trade marks in the Agreements specifically. Moreover, it also points to 
the Agreements as they mention that the produels concerned therein had been on the 
market for many years and that the propriator was the supplier. However, the Cancellation 
Division notes that, without the trade marks specifically included in the Agreements ar any 
ether independent evidence to prove that it was the propriator who used the 'SUPERIOR 
MANUFACTURING' markor that the mark was used on the goeds, befare the applicant's 
use which is on file, it cannot be immediately ar clearly interred trom the documents on file 
that the Agreement referred to goeds under this sign or that the propriator owned any rights 
to this sign. The applicant claims that the evidence shows that indeed the Agreement could 
have been in relation to goeds under a different brand, without further information it cannot 
be established that the Agreements referred to the 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' brand. 
The propriatoralso argues that the applicant had no issue with the EUTM until the business 
relationship between the parties ended in 2016. However, even if this is so, the propriator did 
nat specifically argue the defense of acquiescence and the time limit for acquiescence was 
nat reached at the time of filing of the present application nor is there is na evidence on file 
regarding when the applicant became aware of the EUTM's existence. Therefore, even if the 
Cancellation Division were to consider it as being pleaded the argument must be rejected for 
the above reasons. Finally the propriator argues that if a distributor asks to affix its own trade 
mark to a product then it should be indicated precisely in writing and if nat the mark would be 
that of the producer which means that the mark 'SUPERIOR' affixed on the products 
belonged to the proprietor. However, again this cannot be substantiated and the propriator 
has nat submitted sufficient evidence to prove that it had used ar was using the 'SUPERIOR' 
mark prior to the applicant, had it done sa it could have submitted evidence to back up this 
argument. The propriator lastly makes raferenee to the parallel revocation proceedings 
C 28 762 in which the propriator was considered to have shown sufficient use of the 
'SUPERIOR' sign in ltaly. However, this also cannot show that the propriator owned the 
mark ar created the mark prior to the applicant. The relevant period in that case was 
19/10/2013 to 18/10/2018 and there is na evidence in that file that predates the evidence 
submitted by the applicant in the present case. lt is noted that the applicant contested the 
use and the proprietor's right to the sign in that ravecation also and argued that the EUTM 
had been filed in bad faith. lt is also u nelaar whether the propriator was allowed to sell these 
goeds in ltaly under the same Distribution Agreement ar a different one or at all. The 
propriator could have submitted evidence to substantiate its claim that it owned the mark and 
was using it prior to the applicant in 1998 and later in 2002. The evidence of the fax was 
insufficient in this regard. lf the propriator did have rights to the sign that predated that of the 
applicant it could have produced doeurnenis to prove this claim, which it did nat. 
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Therefore, without any further intermation in any of the Agreements or any further evidence 
that the propriator had used either the word or figurative marK.s itself or actually designed the 
figurative marks, it is impossible to determine that the propriator held any prior rights to the 
'SUPERIOR' or 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' slgns (either word or figurative mars). 
Even, tor the sake of completion, taking into consideration the later evidence submitted on 
14/08/2019, which ware excluded as mentioned in the preliminary remark, this evidence 
does nat show that the propriator created, used or held prior rights to the logo. Most of the 
evidence is dated well after (2012 onwards) the claimed creation date of the logo in 2002 
and the figurative 'SCAlP' mark is prominent with only a raferenee to 'Manufacturer of 
SUPERIOR products' which was agreed by both parties. The tact that the propriator 
manufactures the goeds or can sell them in ltaly (while the applicant can sell them 
worldwide) doesnotshow that it owns the logo. 

To summarise the above findings, the proprietor's arguments must be set aside and the 
Cancellation Division considers that the evidence on file is sufficient to prove the prior use, 
scope and existence of the aarlier rights as detailed above. 

2. The applicant is or was an agent or representative of the propriator of the mark 

In view of the purpose of this provision, which is to safeguard the legal interests of trade 
mark proprietars against the misappropriation of their trade marks by their commercial 
assoclates, the terms 'agent' and 'representative' should be Interpreled broadly to cover all 
kinds of relationships based on any business arrangement (governed by a written or oral 
contract) where ene party is reprasenting the Interests of another, regardless of the nomen 
juris of the contractual reletienship between the principal-proprietor and the EUTM applicant 
(confirmed 13/04/2011, T-262/09, First Defense Aerosol Pepper Projector, EU:T:2011 :171, 
§ 64). 

Therefore, it is sufficient for the purposes of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR that there is some 
agreement of commercial cooperation between the parties of a kind that gives rise to a 
fiduciary relationship by imposing on the applicant, whether expressly or implicitly, a general 
duty of trust and loyalty as regards the interests of the trade marK. proprietor. lt fellows that 
Artiele 8(3) EUTMR may also extend, for example, to licensees of the proprietor, or to 
authorised distri butars of the goeds for which the mark in question is used and to situations 
in which the parties are in commercial cooperation. 

The parties have bath submitted copies of (different) Distributorship Agreements signed 
between them over many years. The propriator submitted evidence of a Distributorship 
Agreement between the parties signed in 1996, and ethers dated 2007, 2013, 2015 
(amending that of 2014}. The applicant submitted in Exhibits 28 and 29 a copies of the 
Distribution Agreements for 2007 and 2013. 

The Cancellation Division notes that the parties ware clearty werking tagether prior to the 
filing of the EUTM and bath have submitted evidence in support of this conclusion as laid out 
in the preceding paragraph. Therefore, this evidence is sufficient to prove the contractual 
reletienship between the parties and it is sufficient to prove the above point of an 
agent/representative relationship. This, notwithstanding the fact that the Distributorship 
Agreement of 2013 it refers to the propriator as the 'Supplier' and the applicant as the 
'Distributor', inverting the agency. However, trom a caretul study of the different 
Distributorship Agreements submitted by the parties there is no mention of the propriator 
owning trade mark rights to the slgn(s) 'SUPERIOR' or 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' 
(word or figurative marks). At best there is a mention, for example, in the 2007 Agreement, 
Sectien 8 on trade marks it speaks about 'any trademarks of SCAlP or ether manufacturers 
of products finished by SCAlP to WORLDWIDE now or hereaftar used in conneetion with the 
PRODUCTS pursuant te this Agreement'. Similar wording is also included in the 1996 
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Agreement as wellas ether Agreements. The propriator {SCAlP) did nat list any trade marks 
held by it. Furthermore it did nat submit any evidence to prove that it was using this sign 
independently of the applicant prior to the use shown by the applicant ltself or that the 
contract lnvolved the aarlier non-registered marks. 

Despita the above, what is evident is that the parties were in a contractual relationship which 
gave rise to a fiduciary relationship by imposing on the proprietor, whether expressly or 
implicitly, a general duty of trust and loyalty as regards the interests of the applicant. 

Moreover, the agent-representative relationship was established prior to the filing date of the 
EUTM application. The first Agreement was signed in 1996 and there are copy of further 
agreements all signed prior te {and after) the filing of the contested EUTM in 29/11/2012. 

The Cancellation Division finds, therefore, that the evidence as a whole shows that an agent 
relationship existed befare the filing of the application of the contested mark. 

3. The applicatlon is In the name of the agent or representative 

The EUTM was filed on 29/11/2012 in name of SCAlP S.R.L.. On 19/0212018 the EUTM 
propriator notified the Office of a change of name of the company to SCAlP S.P.A., which is 
the name of the present EUTM propriator and it maintained the same address. Therefore, 
the EUTM was filed in the name of the agent or representative of the applicant. 

4. The application was filed without the proprietor's consent 

Even though the absence of the proprietars consent is a necessary condition for the 
application of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR, the applicant does nat have to submit evidence that 
shows that the agent was nat permitled to file the EUTM application. A mere statement that 
the filing was made without its consent is generally sufficient. This is because the applicant 
cannot be expected to prove a 'negative' fact, such as the absence of consent. In these 
cases the burden of proef Is reversed and it Is up te the propriator to prove that the fillng was 
authorised, or to give someether justification for its acts. 

The Distribution Agreement regulates the rights and obligations of the parties as detailed 
above. However, as also discussed above, there is no mention in any of the Agreements to 
the 'SUPERIOR' or 'SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING' (word or f~gurative) marks. The 
applicant has submitted sufficient evidence of the existence and its prior ownership of these 
non-registered marksin the US. 

Although the wording of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR is in principle braad enough to include cases of 
tacit or implied consent, such consent should only be inferred if the evidence is sufficiently 
clear as to the intantions of the proprietor. lf the evidence is completely silent as to the 
existence of an express or implied authorization in relation to the mark itself, a lack of 
consent should begenerally presumed. 

The EUTM propriator did nat argue or prove that it had, as the applicant for the contested 
trade mark, clear, specific and unconditional parmission to file the trade mark in the EU. 
lnstead it considers that as the true owner of the mark it could do so but the applicant could 
nat do so, save in bad faith. However, for the reasans al ready laid out above this argument 
cannot be accepted. The propriator could have easily submitted evidence to prove that it 
was using the 'SUPERIOR' marks prior to the applicant but did nat submit a single piece of 
evidence in this regard. Had the propriator owned the rights te the mark in 1996 it could have 
submitted evidence te substantiate this claim and to show that this mark was used at that 
time and was contemplated within the Agreements. However, it has failed te do so and thus 
the earllest use of the sign on file is that of the applicant and the Agreements do nothing to 
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clarify that they covered the 'SUPERIOR' marks or that they were contemplated as forming 
part thereof. 

As such, the Cancellation Dlvision conslders that the application was filed without the 
applicant's consent. 

5. The agent or representative fails to justify lts acts 

As mentioned above, since it is net possible for the applicant to prove the absence of 
consent, the burden of proef is reversed and it is up te the EUTM propriator to show that the 
filing of the application was authorised by the applicant. Although Artiele 8(3) EUTMR treats 
the lack of the applicant's consent and the absence of a valid justification on the part of the 
EUTM propriator as two separate conditions, these requirements largely overlap to the 
extent that if the EUTM propriator establishes that the filing of the application was based on 
some agreement or understanding to this effect, then it will also have provided a valid 
justification for its acts. 

The applicant submitted evidence of its prior use and ownership of the non-registered marks 
and of the contractual relationship between the parties. The Agreement regulates the 
relationship between the parties although it is silent in relation tothetrade marks involved. 
For all of the above reasens the rights to the signs lay with the applicant and the propriator 
would have needed its consent to use the marks and there is no stipuiatien that the 
propriator had the right to file the EUTM in its own name or at all. 

The propriator has net submitted any observation er evidence in order to prove that it did in 
fact have the applicant's consent te file the EUTM or that it owned any previous rights te the 
sign. 

Therefore, the Cancellation Division considers that the EUTM propriator does net provide 
any justification for its action. 

6. The signs and the goods and services are identical or closely related 

a) The goods 

A literal interpretation of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR would lead to the conclusion that its application 
is only possible where the agent or representative intends to register a mark identical to that 
of the proprietor. 

However, applying Artiele 8(3) EUTMR exclusively to identical signs for identical goeds or 
services would render this provision largely ineffective, as it would allow the applicant to 
escape its consequences by merely making slight modifications either to the aarlier markor 
to the specificatien of goeds and services. In such a case, the proprietor's Interests would be 
seriously prejudiced, especially if the eariier mark were already in use and the variations 
made by the applicant were net significant enough to rule out confusion. Wh at is more, if the 
application were allowed to preeeed to registration despite its similarity to the aarlier mark, 
the applicant would be in a position to prevent any subsequent registration and/or use of the 
eartier mark by the original propriator within the EU, by relying on Artiele 8(1) or 9(2) 
EUTMR, or the equivalent provisions of nationallaw. 

As mentioned above the applicant has, inter al ia, shown use for the following goeds: 

Class 12, namely: Land vehicles comprising se/f-propel/ed equipment for placing pipes, kits 
for converting erawier land vehicles to land vehicles comprising self-propelled equipment for 
placing pipes, screening equipment, sifting buckets, self-propelled vehicles with screening 
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equipment and sifting bucket, erawier land vehicles with vaeuum lifters, suction cups for 
lifters, hydrau/ie ehueks, self-propel/ed pipe bending machines, tractors. 

The contested goods are the following: 

Cl a ss 12: Self-propelled machines for creating oil pipelines, gas and water conduits; land 
vehicles, namely se/f-propel/ed equipment for p/acing pipes; kits for converting· erawier land 
vehicles to land vehicles comprising self-propelled equipment for placing pipes; sifting 
buckets; suction cups for lifter; hydrau/ie ehucks; self-propelled pipe bending machines. 

Befare proceeding the Cancellation Division notes that, unlike cases under Artiele 8(1)(b) 
EUTMR, the goods under comparison do nothave to be strictly identical or similar. lt must 
be verified whether the goods and services display a close relationship in commercial terms 
such that the use of the contested mark for those goods or services would pose a serieus 
obstacle for the original propriator to enter the EU market or continue exploiting its mark on 
that market. 

The contested goods may be perceived by the public as being provided as a result of an 
agreement between the parties and that it would be reasanabie for the original propriator 
(the applicant) to provide such goods or services itself in view of the scope of proteetion of 
the aarlier non-registered marks. Artiele 8{3) EUTMR applies when the goods and services 
in conflict are closely related (e.g. complementary), essentially the same or largely 
equivalent in commercial terms. lt must be verified whether the contested goods or services 
may be perceived by the public as 'authorised' products, the quality of which is somehow 
'guaranteed' by the applicant, and which it would have been reasanabie for the applicant to 
market itself in view of the goods and services protected under the aarlier mark. Moreover, a 
likelihoed of confusion is not a condition for the application of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR 
(11/11/2020, C-809/18 P, MINERAL MAGIC, EU:C:2020:902, § 92). The dagree of similarity 
between the marks and the goods or services should be such so as to guarantee that the 
purpose of Artiele 8(3) EUTMR is met, namely to prevent the misappropriation of the mark 
by the proprietor's agent (11/11/2020, C-809/18 P, MINERAL MAGIC, EU:C:2020:902, § 
72). 

The contasled goods are identical or at least highly similar to the earlier goods and are 
clearly equivalent in commercial terms and thus could lead the consumer to believe that the 
goods are provided as a result of an authorization due to an agreement between the parties 
and that the applicant would guarantee the quality of the goods. 

b) Thesigns 
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1) SUPERIOR 

2) SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING 

3) 

4) 
~- SUPERIOR 
.., MA NUFACTUitiNG 

_ ____________ ___ _ID_ ____ ______ ______ ______ _______ _____ ------ ----··--··-····---··-··---····-·-··--··--- ---··-- ----··--··---·· 

Earlier trade mark Contested sig n 

The contested sign is a figurative mark consisting of the word 'SUPERIOR' at the top of the 
sign in plain white uppercase typeface and depicted in a curved mannar around the top part 
of the outer black circle. This word in English means, inter alia, 'better than average, or 
better than ethers of the same type' (meaning extracted from the Collins Online English 
Dictionary on 18/04/2024 https://dictionary .cambridge.org/dictionary/english/superior). Th is 
word is at best weak as it implies the quality of the goods if not totally descriptive. However, 
it is noted that the non-registered US word mark (No 1) above) was later registered in the US 
under registration No 4, 766,863 due to acquired distinctiveness through use as shown in 
Exhibit 5. In any event, it is noted that the distinctive character of this word is at best very 
weak. The contested sign also contains the word 'MANUFACTURING' in much smaller and 
thinner uppercase standard white typeface curved around the bottam of the same outer 
black circle. This word in English means 'the business of producing goods in large 
numbers'(meaning extracted from the Collins Online English Dictionary on 18/04/2024 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/manufacturing). Thus it is clearly 
descriptive in reistion to the relevant goods as it rafers to the type of company that produces 
goods in large amounts. In the middle of the sign is a red or wine coloured circle with a 
lighter red on the bottam left part and it is intersecled with a white/greyish white curved line 
from top to bottorn and outside of it is another black circle. This figurative element is 
somewhat fanciful and thus it has a degree of distinctive character. There is no element 
which is strikingly more dominant in the sign, even if 'SUPERIOR' is depicted in larger or 
thicker text to 'MANUFACTURING' its colouring in white on a black background still 
highlights the word and even if the circles are larger than the words the white text is still very 
striking. 

The aarlier marks all contain the word 'SUPERIOR' which is at best weakly distinctive as laid 
out above. The word is depicted in standard uppercase typeface in all signs, although in sign 
No 3) it is depicted in red withadark grey/black outline, in No 4) it is in black typeface and in 
No 5) it is in white typeface. The use of different colours is merely decaralive and secondary. 
Signs 2) to 5) all contain the word 'MANUFACTURING' which is also descriptive as 
previously detailed. Sign No 3) also contains the words 'EQUIPMENT' and 'COMPANY' 
which are also clearly descriptive in relation to the goods and the legal personality of the 
owner. The word 'SUPERIOR' in that sign being clearly dominant visually due to the much 
larger typeface and colour. Sign No 3) also contains 'SUPERIOR' in a thick black bold 
typeface at the top of the sign and a black circle to its left with a white curved line in the 
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centre, these elements are more visually striking than 'MANUFACTURING' which is in a 
thinner and smaller black typeface at the bottorn of the sign. Sign No 5) contains the same 
elements, configuration, style and colour as the contested mark and the previous findingsin 
relatlon to lts dlstinctive and dominant parts are equally appllcable here. 

All of the signs coincide in the word 'SUPERIOR' and are similar to this extent. Moreover, 
the aarlier signs Nes 2) to 5) also coincide in the word 'MANUFACTURING'. The signs Nes 
4) and 5) also coincide in the sameimage of a darker circle (either in red/wine and outlined 
in black or justin black) with a white ar greyish white curved line intersecting the circle in the 
middle as also shown in the contested sign and which is the most distinctive part of that sign 
and they are also similar to this extent. Finally, it is clear that the aarlier sign No 5) is 
identical to that of the EUTM. Thus the aarlier markscan be eensidared to be either visually 
similar to varying dagrees (lew or average) or even identical (earlier sign No 5) to the 
contested EUTM. They will all have an identical pronunciation in the beginning of the signs 
(signs No 1) and 3)) and are thus phonetically si mi lar te at least an average degree er they 
are overall phonetically identical (signs Nes 2), 4) and 5)). The signs also contain the same 
concept of 'SUPERIOR' andlor 'MANUFACTURING'. Therefore, overall the signs are at 
least similar. 

As explained above, net only identical signs are covered by Artiele 8(3} EUTMR but also 
marks that are similar. Considering the above, the signs are at least similar and No 5) is 
identical. Therefore, it is considered that Artiele 8(3) EUTMR is applicable to the confllcting 
signs. 

Conclusion 

For the above reasons, the Cancellation Division considers that the application is well
founded in accordance with Artiele 21(1) and (2)(a) EUTMR. lt fellows that the contested 
mark is to be fully assigned to the applicant. 

Since the invalidity application is fully upheld on the basis of Artiele 60(1 )(b) EUTMR in 
conjunction withArtiele 8(3) EUTMR as basedon the aarlier non-registered US trade marks 
there is no need to examine the same ground in relation to any of the remaining pleaded 
aarlier non-registered marks in ether jurisdictions as such an examinatien will net alter the 
outcome of the present decision. Moreover, for the same reason, there is no need to 
examine the remaining grounds of the application in relation to which the invalidatien of the 
EUTM was pleaded, namely, the ground of an aarlier copyright under Artiele 60(2)(c) 
EUTMR or the ground of bad faithunder Artiele 59(1)(b) EUTMR. 

COSTS 

According to Artiele 1 09(1) EUTMR, the losing party in cancellation proceedings must bear 
the fees and casts incurred by the ether party. 

Since the EUTM propriator is the losing party, it must bear the cancellation fee as well as the 
casts incurred by the applicant in the course of these proceedings. 

According to Artiele 109(7) EUTMR and Artiele 18(1)(c)(ii) EUTMIR, the costs to be paid to 
the applicant are the cancellation fee and the representation costs, which are to be fixed on 
the basis of the maximum rate set therein. 
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Acco111ing to Artiele 67 EIJT.MR, any party adveraely affecled by this· decision has a rig!l!· to 
appeal agahlllhls dec;lelon. Acçordlng 1D ~ 68 EUTMR. naUçe of appeal must ba tlled 
in writing et thG Office wilhin two rnl)llth$ (Jf the data Df notific:atiM ar thià deciiJion. lt must ba 
filed in the lenguaga Gf 1fta procaadinga in Whietl the daciaion ~ubjaat to appeal was taken. 
furll\aiiiiOia, a W1'itl8n filala-Yiant ofl'le grounds d appaal mual ba filad wilhin four monthi of 
tl'la sama data. The na11011 of appeal Mil ba dMmed to ba ftled only When 1hlt appeaii'M of 
EUR 12D hes been peld. 




